


BEST DEAL - Puerto Angel 
$49,900.00 usd

Wow what a price! Panoramic 
ocean view casita furnished 
with covered deck.  Great 
v a c a t i o n  a n d  r e n t a l  
investment. Located in a 
gated community  wi th  
swimming pool.  If you want 
peace and tranquility this is 
it.

Santa Cruz Gem 
$159,900.00 usd

Two bedroom, two bath 
condo, ful ly furnished 
located on ground floor with 
outdoor patio.  Gated 
community with swimming 
pool. Five minute walk to the 
beach.

Conejos - 2 
bedroom, 2 bath 

home, with 
swimming pool and 
off road parking. 
View of the ocean. 
Located on a quiet 

cul de sac.  
Offered at 

$299,900.00 usd

Penthouse condo in Arrocito.  2 
bedroom, 2 bath, fully furnished 
with ocean views.  Kitchen has 
granite countertops, lots of 
private outdoor space.  Off street 
parking. This project has only six 
units, is gated with swimming 
pool and entertainment area.  
Offered  at $245,000.00 usd

Santa Cruz condo - 5 
minute walk to beach. 
second floor, 2 bedroom, 
2  ba throoms ,  fu l l y  
furnished. Small quiet 
gated complex with 
swimming pool, on site 
laundry and bbq area.  
Offered at $170,000.00 
usd

Home with Nanny Suite  

$268,000.00 usd

 A MUST TO SEE

This 3 bedroom home comes fully furnished. 
immaculate inside and out, with bonus of a 
separate nanny suite. Gated with off street parking. 

Custom Quality Built Home 
on double lot in Sector O - 
comes fully furnished with 
oodles of outdoor space 
for entertaining and 
s w i m m i n g  p o o l .  3  
bedrooms all with own 
individual ensuites.  Off 
street parking. Offered at 
$379,000.00 usd

OCEAN FRONT HOME - 
Unobstructed views from 
this 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath 
home located in a gated 
community,  awesome 
infinity pool.  Watch the 
whales go by and the sun 
rise and set over the 
ocean .   O f f e red  a t  
$325,000.00 CANADIAN

www.champagnehomeshuatulco.com
Mobile: (958) 106 8237

champagnehomeshuatulco@gmail.com
Office located in Plaza Chahue 

(beside Boston Shake)

David and Jackie are pleased to announce 
that they are now connected with a

 Canadian Mortgage Broker Lori LaLonde 
of Paragon Mortgage Group Inc.  

Contact us for further information.

http://www.champagnehomeshuatulco.com/
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The Eye is a monthly all-English magazine that 
is distributed throughout the state of Oaxaca. It 
can be found for FREE at hotels, restaurants 
and community hot spots.
 
Should you wish to receive copies, advertise or 
submit some writing or photography please 
send us an email. 

This magazine is made possible by the 
advertisers so please thank them when you use 
their services.
huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

An artist cannot fail; 
it is a success to be one.
Charles Horton Cooley

 am an art junkie! When I travel, getting to know a 
place would not be complete without a visit to the 
local museum and galleries. For me art is about the 
in-between spaces of our regular lives, little gems  
of creativity that slip out- these are the moments I

that make living interesting. Artists give us a glimpse of 
their inner lives so that we may better understand them 
and ourselves.

Here are some of my favorite places to get inspiration:

1. This is the Canadian in me...I 
love the Art Gallery of Ontario in 
Toronto, especially this hallway 
that makes me feel like I am walking 
inside a ship. The museum has a  
beautifully curated permanent 
collection with giant Henry Moore 
sculptures and group of seven 
paintings. Until January 2015 they 
have exhibitions on Michelangelo 
and Alex Colville. 

2. The Frida Kahlo museum located in Coyoacan, 
Mexico City is a scintillating glimpse into her fascinating 
life. On the necessity of creativity Kahlo said "I paint my 
own reality. The only thing I 
know is that I paint because I 
need to, and I paint whatever 
passes through my head 
w i t h o u t  a n y  o t h e r  
c o n s i d e r a t i o n . "  W a l k  
through this house to see 
where she made magic on 
canvas.

3. While Oaxaca City is full of 
museums, my favorite is the 
stamp museum. It is located in 
a historical building with a 
large courtyard surrounded by 
lots of little rooms....little 
rooms for little art! They also 
have hands-on activities to 
engage visitors.

4. The “Wings of the City” 
sculptures by Jorge Marin give me 
goosebumps, they embody 
otherwordly magic. In 2010 these 
bronze statues opened along 
Paseo de la Reforma in Mexico City 
and some were later moved to the 
a i r p o r t  ( T h i s  w a s  m y  
favorite...combining my love of airports and flight, with 
art!). Until February 2015, nine of these statues will be 
on display at Discovery Green park in Houston.  

5. My top place to enjoy art and 
get inspiration is when I am 
surrounded by children. As 
Pablo Picasso said “Every child 
is an artist, the problem is 
staying an artist when you grow 
up”.

See you next month,
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Paintings by Abdias Garcia Gabriel, an artist from Santa Maria 
Huatulco. Abdias studied painting at the Bellas Artes in Oaxaca. He 
is currently the drawing and painting instructor for the Casa de la 
Cultura in La Crucecita and Santa Maria.



http://www.stonesdeco.com/
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Alebrijes Unrivalled in Oaxaca:
Artisans Jacobo Ángeles & María Mendoza

By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D.

A starved dog scratching fleas; a bear with its 
paw in a honey pot; a snake constricting a 
wincing jaguar; a startled cat; a woman with 
braided locks and an armadillo's body.  Every 
hand-carved and painted wooden figure, or 

alebrije, that the workshop of Jacobo Ángeles and María 
Mendoza produces is remarkable. The realistic and flowing 
movement, fanciful stance, or familiar pose, strikes a chord 
with each figure's popular characterization.

Jacobo and his wife María live in San Martín Tilcajete, one of 
three main alebrije producing villages in the central valleys of 
Oaxaca.  Their home is their workshop. They employ upwards 
of 85 townspeople, largely relatives.  However, only a select few 
are master carvers and painters, entrusted with whittling and 
decorating the finest work that the family produces, 
unmatched if not in all Mexico then certainly in Oaxaca. One 
would be hard-pressed to find other types of Mexican folk art 
with more pleasing form or symbolism representative of a 
region's indigenous ancestry. 

Many have written that 
woodcarving in Oaxaca 
dates back 50 or 60 years 
to a few carvers residing in 
the central valleys near the 
state capital. They ignore 
the pre-Hispanic roots of 
the tradition – from 
carving weapons, decoys, 
t o t ems ,  masks  and  
children's toys – which has 
l e d  t o  t h e  c u r r e n t  
manifestation of the 
s u b c u l t u r e ' s  h i g h l y  
developed skill set.

Jacobo began carving with 
his father at age 12. He 
was later mentored by 
village elders, including 
88-year-old Isidoro Cruz, a former cart- and carriage-maker
and innovator of the modern carving tradition. “Over the past 
few decades our craft has changed significantly,” Jacobo 
explains, “with use of store-bought paints, an increase in the 
range of figures carved and collector demand; but my 
ancestors were carving before the Spanish Conquest, painting 
with natural dyes derived from fruits and vegetables, plants 
and tree bark, soils and even insects.”

 Occupation of the area began more than 10,000 years ago with 
the arrival of bands of nomadic hunters and gatherers. During 
subsequent millennia, as population increased so did 
innovation – the domestication of plants, complex social and 
political systems and large urban settlements developed. The 
Zapotecs became one of the predominant cultures.  

 

Jacobo continues:
“My Zapotec ancestors used a 20-day calendar. Each day was 
represented by a different creature. Every person had an 
animal with whom he had a connection, and each animal had 
certain characteristics that carried over to the individual as 
personality traits. For example, the jaguar represents power 
and ultimate strength, the frog signifies honesty and openness, 
the coyote connotes watchful observation, the turtle always a 
troublemaker breaking rules, and the eagle embodies 
technical and strategic power. Sculpting began as good luck 
carvings kept in a niche in the home or worn around the neck 
as an amulet. Eventually [carvers] started making children's 
pull toys and spinning tops. For religious rituals they carved 
masks. Isidoro is probably our oldest living mask-maker.”
After probing, an almost forgotten link emerges between an 
historic Zapotec survival mechanism – the use of wooden 
hunting paraphernalia – and the current art-form and the 
economic success it garners for the Ángeles-Mendoza family 
and others.  
“For killing game, our forebears used blow guns and slingshots 
with animals carved on the handle or prongs. Hardened clay or 
small river stones were their bullets. They used decoys, such as 
a wooden snake placed on the ground where ants had trampled 
the grasses so they would easily be seen by birds of prey the 
hunted. [They might use] a rabbit tail attached to one end of a 
palm leaf hat, and at the other end a painted face, or a wooden 
almost-generic animal form with real antlers positioned in the 
tall brush to attract deer. 

“But now, anyone who can carve or paint does much better 
serving the tourist and collector trade than making 
implements. We've transformed simple yet important 
traditions into something different, yet highly symbolic. We 
carve many more than those 20 creatures. But more 
importantly, we make our customs better understood and 
appreciated. In our workshop, painting depicts designs and 
representations of our ethnic mores – friezes from the ancient 
ruin at Mitla; symbols representing waves, mountains and 
fertility, our totems and other metaphors of our culture.”

The world has indeed taken notice.  Jacobo and María's work is 
displayed in the Smithsonian Institution, Chicago's National 
Museum of Mexican Art, other museums, educational 
institutions and galleries. Throughout the year the couple 
circles the globe exhibiting, teaching and exalting Zapotec 
heritage.

Men do most of the carving, while women paint, but the tasks 
are not exclusively gender-based. Woodworkers have artistic 
license to carve whatever they wish except when an order has 
been placed. A tree branch “speaks” to the carver, the 
inspiration for a particular figure. The shape, thickness and 
twists come alive. An outline is drawn on the wood once the 
bark is removed, defining the image with greater clarity. Using 
only hand tools such as machetes, chisels and knives, the 
sculpting begins.

 

A
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The preferred wood is copal. “From what we refer to as the 
female copal tree we can make figures out of one piece of wood, 
often very large and intricate,” Jacobo says, then explains 
further that “the wood is soft and easy to work with; the male 
copal is harder, and its branches tend to be smaller and more 
delicate, so we use it to make alebrijes that we assemble.” 

A large carving may take a month or more to fashion. Figures 
are left to dry anywhere from a few weeks to up to two years 
depending on overall size and thickness. Because of the 
properties of copal and Oaxaca's climate, the wood is 
susceptible to powder-post beetle infestation. Accordingly, 
during the drying process the carvings are immersed in a 
gasoline-insecticide mixture. In case eggs have evaded 
extermination, the pieces are later heated in a special oven.

Since figures are fashioned while the wood is green, cracks 
appear during drying. “We fill the cracks before the painting 
begins,” Jacobo says. For the remedial work they use wood 
shims and a sawdust-glue mixture. But even the slivers and 
sawdust have been cured. “Every buyer receives a lifetime 
guarantee on our work, whether spending $20 or $8,000,” he 
avows. 

Once a figure leaves the hands of the carver, proprietary rights 
are released to someone else entrusted with painting. Nephew 
Magdalen confides that, “occasionally a cousin will ask, 'what 
do you think about these colors or these designs for this 
coyote?' and I'll give feedback; it doesn't happen often, and I'm 
almost always pleased with the result, but for me form is most 
important, and for whoever's painting, the imagery it 
captures.”

Jacobo demonstrates how he creates natural paints used by 
his ancestors for dying clothing, painting buildings, and as 
body decoration for rites of passage, fiestas and prayer.  With 
the aid of a machete, he cuts away the reddish inside bark of 
the male copal.  It's then dried, toasted and ground into a 
powder, a base used to create a diversity of colors. Using one 
hand as a palette, Jacobo squeezes lime juice over the 
powdered bark in his palm, yielding a brown stain, which he 
then strokes onto an unpainted wooden owl.  

“The owl is also a sacred animal, the great healer, quiet and 
humble. Now in the sun, over time the color will change as it's 
absorbed into the wood. Our ancestors learned to take copal 
resin and heat it with honey. The syrupy liquid is mixed with 
the paint, changing the tone to deep orange. The thickened 
compound acts as a mordant, both fixing the color and giving it 
a matte finish.”  

Jacobo adds ground white limestone, transforming the color 
into black. After adding baking soda and more lime juice, it 
becomes deep yellow, then miraculously magenta.  Crushed 
pomegranate seeds begin a new base.

The pulverized pink is magically transformed into green with 
added limestone. Mixed with the magenta, navy-blue appears. 
Adding zinc creates grey, and with more zinc, white. Natural 
indigo from the añil bush is altered with bicarbonate, zinc, lime 
juice or powdered lime mineral.  Corn mold – a black, gooey, 
culinary delicacy – when fermented and dried produces ochre. 
The red of the crushed cochineal insect becomes orange with 
the addition of acidic fruit juice.  

The demonstration terminates with Jacobo asking, “Whatś  
your favorite animal?” following which he finger paints a rabbit 
from the multitude of colors on his hands, as only Alice in 
Wonderland could have imagined.

Alvin Starkman operates Mezcal Educational Excursions of 
Oaxaca ( ).  Alvin's spirits 
aficionado clients can sample mezcal with him at the Ángeles-
Mendoza workshop. 

http://www.mezcaleducationaltours.com

http://www.laspalmashuatulco.com/
http://www.champagnehomeshuatulco.com/
http://www.laspalmashuatulco.com/
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From Portnoy's Complaint to Nemesis 
Philip Roth: Chronicler of the American Identity

By Carole Reedy

hock waves hit the literary community last year 
when Philip Roth announced his retirement after 
50 years of writing and more than 30 novels to 
show for it. We rarely think of writers entering the 
world of non-work. They write until death, right? 

Roth claims he has nothing more to say except that he'll be 
working on his own autobiography from now on. 

Good enough. Let's reflect on the wealth he's gifted us. Roth 
leaves a rare variety of novels that capture American life from 
World War II though the Korean War, the McCarthy period, the 
polio epidemic, years of racial tension, and parental worries. 

Who he is and what he writes
Roth has dedicated his life to entertaining us with novels that 
address morals and identity in our society, without leaving us 
to conclude that it's all been easily manipulated or concluded. 
The magic of Roth is his ability to take the workings of 
American society and weave them within an historical 
framework, written in prose that is as exact and compelling as 
any can be.  

Roth's subjects are vast and varied, taking us back 20, 30, 40 
years, most often to the familiar settings of his adult and 
childhood years in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut.   
The struggles of people of all professions, backgrounds, and 
religions enter the realm of Roth's world, but most are based on 
his Jewish ancestry. Although the ambiance is pure American, 
Roth has readers and fans the world over. His themes are 
universal, as is his unique writing style depicting situations, 
characters, places, and moral dilemmas as few writers can.

A recent biography of Philip Roth, Roth Unbound, written by 
Claudia Roth Pierpont (no relation) tells his life story but in an 
unusual context.  Instead of a simple chronology of his life, she 
traces his years via his books. It's a two-for-one bonus: a life 
story with a detailed analysis of the novels that shaped it. 

Roth's books, a few of the favorites
Portnoy's Complaint The publication one of Roth's first novels 
raised eyebrows (to say the least) among novel readers and an 
uproar within the Jewish community. Young Alexander 
Portnoy's graphic descriptions of sex, masturbation, his 
mother, and religion are among the topics about which he 
rants from the couch of his psychiatrist.  The press generally 
gave Roth high grades for this daring effort. Cynthia Ozick from 
Newsday described Roth as “the bravest writer in the United 
States. He's morally brave, he's politically brave. And Portnoy 
is part of that bravery.”  The Chicago Sun Times called the book 
“Simply one of the two or three funniest works in American 
fiction.”

American Pastoral Well-deserved winner of the 1998 Pulitzer 
Prize for Literature, this tome tells the history of one man, his 
family, and the complexity of it all against the framework of the 
upheaval of the 1960s and 70s.  The book offers a well-crafted 
story within the historical context of the time, touching on the 
Newark riots, racial tensions and the trial of Angela Davis, the 
bombings by the radical Weathermen, and the US involvement 
in Vietnam. This is where Roth shines.

The Plot Against America A clever plot lies at the core of this 
novel.  What would have happened if Franklin Roosevelt had 
lost his second term in office to conservative isolationist 
Republican Charles Lindbergh?   Simultaneously entertaining 
and thought-provoking, Roth claims that the parents in this 
novel are based on his own.  Many readers are under the 
impression that this is true of all his novels, but Roth says not. 

The Human Stain Of all of Roth's novels, this is 
one that seems to get the most praise.  In order 
not to reveal its intriguing plot, let's just say it 
goes to the core of race, prejudice, and choice. It 
is a beautifully woven history and story. 

I Married a Communist Most reflections on the 
McCarthy era and the search for Communists in 
the US examine the hunt for Hollywood 
screenwriters, artists, authors, or politicians.  
This brilliant novel's main character is none of those.  Ira hails 
from a working class background and leaves school at 15 to do 
back-breaking labor. This is his story told from the point of 
view of a young admirer, his brother's student.   

The Ghost Writer and Exit Ghost The story of 
a novelist first as a young university student in 
The Ghost Writer and 30 years later as a recluse 
in Exit Ghost makes an interesting and 
compelling duet.  Shades of Anne Frank hover 
in The Ghost Writer, adding another literary 
element to the story.  

Indignation This short novel about youth and 
war is tightly woven, compelling, and, 

ultimately, shattering.

Nemesis Roth's final novel revolves around a polio epidemic in 
the 1940s (not a fact, but based on other polio epidemics). Once 
again set in Newark, Roth examines universal emotions such 
as blame, guilt, and fear during the epidemic and the 
repercussions that follow. 

A plethora of awards
I t  a l l  s t a r t e d  w i t h  t h e  
announcement that Roth was to 
receive the National Book Award in 
1960 for Goodbye Columbus, a 
collection of a novella and five 
short stories.  He received the 
award again in 1995 for Sabbath's 
Theater. The beloved Pulitzer 
Prize was awarded to Roth in 1998 
for his novel American Pastoral.  
Both The Counterlife (1987) and 
Patrimony (1992) won the 
National Book Critics Circle 
Award. Operation Shylock (1993) 
won the PEN/Faulkner award for fiction and also was named 
by Time magazine as the best American novel. 

s
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www.oaxacabedandbreakfast.org

Mention this ad for a 10% discount on your stay.
Some restrictions apply.

Contact us to book your day tour:
Office in Santa Cruz
Tel: 958 587 0871

6 hour Botanical Garden Tour; 60 varieties of 
exotic flowers and tropical fruits from Asia to 
Central America, Swim in the Magdalena 
River.
Includes: Transportation, guide, breakfast 
and lunch with home grown organic juices 
and fruits.

2012-2013

www.hagiasofia.mx

Botanical Park

RESTAURANT-GRILL

THE PLACE TO BE

RESERVATIONS 587 1157
French & International Cuisine

Open From 1pm To 10 pm Closed Sunday
Located in front of the Binniguenda Hotel

Santa Cruz, Huatulco

1

http://www.mantaraya-hotel.com/
http://oaxacabedandbreakfast.org/
http://hagiasofia.mx/
http://www.stonesdeco.com/
shantiespacio@yahoo.com
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Music's BFF in Huatulco:
Carminia Magaña and Amigos de la Música de Huatulco

ince practically the minute Carminia Magaña set 
foot in Huatulco, Amigos de la Música de 
Huatulco has been enchanting audiences from 
across the municipio of Santa María Huatulco 
with concerts, performances, and art events.  An 

accomplished painter herself, the petite, silver-haired dynamo 
arrived in Bahias de Huatulco in 1998.  Having lived in Mexico, 
Europe, and the United States, she was looking for the kinds of 
cultural activities she had always used to fully experience 
particular places and people wherever she was.

She wasn't alone.  People she met in Huatulco were asking for 
music, art, performance—and then they were asking Carminia 
herself.  Her response?  “Don't ask—DO it!  Together we can 
invent whatever we need, whatever we want.”  

When the municipio was approached, there was little response, 
so Carminia started building a cultural network of people she 
met, a writer here, an artist there, always trying to emphasize 
that these activities were for the entire municipio of Huatulco, 
not just for the Bahias tourist development.   

Along the way, she met Federico Roth Alboucreck, the General 
Manager at the hotel Quinta Real, who suggested that events 
could be held in the hotel's street-level palapa, which holds 80 
people.  The first event was a book reading, for which the 
organizers expected only a small audience—but 150 people 
showed up at the two sessions (one in Santa María Huatulco 
and the other at the Quinta Real palapa).  “It was a lovely 
event,” reminisces Carminia.  Quinta Real provided wine and 
soft drinks, and “people felt welcome.  And Quinta Real 
thought it was important to do this as a contribution to the 
community.”  

This initial group organized a Zapotecan song presentation.  
They had an art exhibit with Raul Herrera.  Perhaps the most 
striking event was an installation in Rufino Tamayo Park by a 
graduate of Mexico City's School of Fine Arts.  She created a 
large squared-off arch with blocks of ice mounted on the lintel.  
As the ice melted, the meltwater flowed through multiple 
pigments and dyed an enormous canvas suspended in the arch 
with brilliant colors, all the while accompanied by music.  The 
group held five or six events, until they had to stop for the rainy 
season.  Carminia continues, “It was obvious that there was 
such a need for cultural activities, high quality cultural 
activities that truly reflected local culture—otherwise you had 
nothing unless you went up to Oaxaca City.”

By August of 2007, over two dozen people had formed Amigos 
de la Música de Huatulco, with the intention of promoting 
local, national, and international musicians for the enjoyment 
of residents and visitors to Bahias de Huatulco.  Valentina 
Prudnikov Romeiko was a co-founder of this group; a 
geography professor at UMAR, Dr. Prudnikov had asked 
Carminia whether there could be concerts (her cellist husband 
was retiring and of course he would love to play concerts, and 
of course he was connected with other Russian musicians).  

While Carminia was reluctant because of the logistics involved 
in concerts, Dr. Prudnikov persisted, and the first concert 
schedule was a cycle of three chamber music concerts, one 
given by a quartet with cello, two violins, and a pianist, the 
second by two local guitars and cello and the third by a pianist 
and cello .  (Needless to say, Dr. Prudnikov spent a number of 

years as a sponsor and 
organizer.)  Scheduled for 
August ,  September ,  and 
October of 2007, the concerts 
would be held during the rainy 
season, and Palapa Chahue, 
long gone from Playa Chahue, 
stepped up.  Again, they 
expected about 80 people per 
concert, and again nearly twice 
that many showed up.  

Carminia confides warmly, “You know, some of these 
musicians are wonderful teachers.  One started by asking the 
children if they knew about the wind—of course they did.  He 
blew into the microphone to simulate the sound of the wind.  
Then he asked the children to use the microphone to make the 
sound of the wind.  When they all could make the sound of the 
wind, he told them that was music.  Music happens when we 
use our bodies to make the sound of the wind!”

In their first year, the group 
developed a sponsorship system 
to cover costs.  To be a sponsor, 
you contribute goods or services 
that help make the events 
happen (accommodations, meals, airfare, production 
services), or you contribute $1,000 pesos—a cost that has 
stayed the same over the years.  The sponsorship system is a 
key factor in establishing Amigos de la Música's identity as “the 
community working for the community.”

The 2008 series, again in Palapa Chahue, again a cycle of three 
concerts, was more diversified.  Amigos de la Música de 
Huatulco, now an official organization, presented an Afro-
Latin jazz concert; Mexican singer Viola Trigo, accompanied by 
flamenco guitar; and a chamber music concert featuring works 
on a Spring theme by Vivaldi, Mozart, and Tchaikovsky.   

Even though more people bought tickets, and more people 
became sponsors, concert fees were going up and it was 
becoming difficult to raise adequate funding.  The local 
audience attendance decreased, for various reasons, although 
locals did continue their sponsorship.  The venue became a 
problem as management changed and Palapa Chahue was no 
longer available.  

With a little help from her friends, though, Carminia re-steered 
Amigos onto the path to success.  Yvonne Kraak, at that time 
the Regional Director for Camino Real Zaashila and Quinta 
Real Huatulco, suggested that use of its seaside venue would 
be a great community contribution for the luxury 
hotel—Amigos concerts are still held there, five years later.  

The 2009 season kicked off by the beach at Camino Real with 
El Quinto Sol, a brass quintet with a stunningly diverse 
repertoire that ran from the Baroque to the Beatles.  The 
following day, El Quinto Sol gave the first of Carminia's 
community educational concerts.  After starting in schools in 
La Crucecita, Carminia worked with the municipal department 
for education and culture to garner the support to extend the 
concerts to schools across the municipio.  While not all 
musicians are able to stay, or are willing to provide a 
community concert as a bonus, there have been over two dozen 
such concerts to date, the most recent in La Jabalina, a town 
off Route 200 above Tangolunda in Huatulco.

By Deborah Van Hoewyks



By the 2010 season, with a beautiful venue secured through a 
stable relationship with Camino Real, Amigos de la Música de 
Huatulco was firmly established as a one of Huatulco's major 
cultural assets.  The organization reached a key milestone in 
2011, when they needed a music director.  Only one name 
came up—Horacio Franco.  A virtuoso on the flute and 
recorder (he favors the recorder in all sizes), Franco built a 
stellar international career after his studies at the National 
Conservatory in Mexico City and the Sweelinck Conservatory 
in Amsterdam.  He had already played several concerts for 
Amigos de Música, and gave one of the first community 
educational concerts back in 2009.

“So I just called him and asked,” says Carminia.  She explained 
that “We started from nothing in the community, and what we 
wanted to do was promote good music in Huatulco.”  
Apparently taken with her directness and concern for culture 
in the community, Franco became the Honorary Artistic 
Director of Amigos de la Música in 2011.  According to 
Carminia, “For him, it is a like a little toy.  He is very 
disciplined, he goes about everything with great 
professionalism, he knows everyone, and he brings that to us.”  
Most important is that “He has a great eye for young musicians 
who are so good they will be famous one day, but we can afford 
them now!”

Although Carminia regrets that the local audience has 
diminished (80% of attendees are now ex-pats), and needs to 
do some rebuilding of sponsorships and ticket sales after 
taking a two-year leave, there is no question that Amigos de la 
Música de Huatulco is on a strong footing.  She sees her job 
now as increasing sponsorship and bringing in new people to 
whom she can delegate managing the various functions on the 
organizing committee.  Sponsorship remains at $1,000 
pesos—a true bargain in the cultural world.  To become a 
sponsor, sign up at one of the concerts or email Carminia 

directly:  . carminiamagana@gmail.com

FRIENDS OF MUSIC 
HUATULCO has the 
honor to invite you to 
the OPERA GALA on 
November 20 at 20:00 
hours at the Hotel 
Camino Real Zaashila 
which will begin our 
2014-2015 season. 
Performing will be:  
Katia Reyes-soprano, 
Guillermina Gallardo-

mezzosoprano, Orlando Pineda-tenor and baritone 
Vladimir Rueda-baritone, accompanied on piano 
by Maestro Isaac Bolanos.  They will delight us with 
an exquisite repertoire which you will find on the 
web image below. 

Tickets for general admission are $200 pesos and 
available at: Foto Conejo-tel. 587-0054, Yamaha 
Musical (La Crucecita) tel. 587-0787, Café Juanita 
(Santa Cruz) tel. 105 1671, Hotel Camino Real 
Zaashila tel. 583-0300 and Restaurant WE (Marina 
Park Plaza) tel. 581-0190. Tickets for teachers and 
students are $100 pesos and will be available only 
at the box office the night of the concert by 
presenting valid ID.

FRIENDS OF MUSIC CONCERT

Arktual Invites You
Environmental Contruction

Conference 
November 20th, 2014 

10:30 am- 2pm
Hotel Barcelo Huatulco

FREE

Speakers will include; author Alvaro Rattinger,
Architect Andres Prera and Architect Roberto Cruz.

To Register: email scruz@arktual.com.mx

http://www.mantaraya-hotel.com/
http://arktual.com.mx/
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WALKING TOURS OF D.F.
Street Sculpture: Art Available To All

By Carole Reedy

ne of the great 
joys of roaming 
Mexico City by 
foot (or even 
f r o m  a  b u s  

window) is stumbling on the 
stunning street sculpture, 
nowhere more prevalent than 
on the main street Reforma in 
t h e  n e i g h b o r h o o d  o f  
Cuauhtémoc. Mondays can be 
a difficult day to be a tourist as 
99% of museums, including 
Chapultepec Park and the zoo 
there, are closed. Theaters are 
“dark” too. Not to despair. Use 
this day to do one of two things 
(or both!). 

Take the Turibus tour through the city or stroll through the 
elegant parks and streets.  Or spend a lazy day walking the 
main street Paseo de Reforma. There are literally dozens of 
sculptures and monuments to discover on Reforma in addition 
the delightful walk down the busy avenue chock-full of 
businesses, stores, hotels, and restaurants.  

As you walk north, the scenery changes from the sounds of the 
street to the quiet of the walking island that hugs Chapultepec 
Park from the Diana sculpture to the Auditorio Nacional.  

In front of the Auditorio Nacional the eye naturally strays to the 
six-meter bronze sculpture at the top of the steps.  Called La 
Luna (The Moon), it was created by Juan Soriano (born in 
Guadalajara in 1920) especially for the Auditorio. It was his 
first monumental sculpture for Mexico City. After its 
installation in 1992, critics said the sculpture did not reflect 
the spirit of the Auditorio, but Soriano responded by saying 
“The moon is associated with everything. It is the image most 
celebrated by poets, musicians, dancers, religion and 
mythology.”
 
Continuing east on Reforma, fences on the south side of the 
street in front of the zoo and park always display oversized 
photographs, which makes viewing easy from the cars and 
buses that whiz by. These photos and their themes change 
every few months, but they always reflect the spirit of the 
country and its people.  

When you arrive at the Museum of Anthropology on the north 
side of the street and the zoo entrance on the south, look for the 
huge bronze wings on the island, possibly the most popular 
sculpture in the city.  It seems that everyone has his or her 
photo taken between the vast expanse of the two wings, which 
span an area of 450 x 300 x 259 cm.  Called The Alas de la 
Cuidad (the wings of the city), the genius of Jorge Marin brings 
beauty and joy to all. 

Farther down Reforma a tall tower filled with lights commands 
attention. Called the Estrela de Luz (Pillar of Lights), the 
structure of 1700 quartz plates was built to celebrate the 
bicentennial celebration of the Independence of Mexico. It 
missed the actual bicentennial celebrations, taking more than 

 

a year longer to construct than planned. Its phenomenal cost 
has aggravated the city's population to this day. See it at night 
and judge for yourself whether you think it merits the time and 
money (estimated at more than $100 million dollars). 

Everyone's favorite fountain appears next at the corner of 
Reforma and Florencia: Diana, the Huntress. But this Diana 
is searching for the light of the stars, not prey.  Started in 1942 
when then President Camacho decided to beautify the city with 
art, a 16-year-old secretary at PEMEX was chosen to be the 
model for the bronze. She posed nude, but received no 
payment--just the satisfaction and pleasure of knowing she 
was the inspiration for this beloved statue. A controversy 
during politically conservative years forced the architect to 
mold a bronze skirt onto the statue.  He attached it in a manner 
so that it could be removed when more liberal times prevailed.  
But when that time came, the removal did some damage to the 
statue. It was rapidly fixed, and she remains today as she was, 
the queen of Reforma. 

From the Diana you can see the most famous statue in Mexico 
City, and probably all of Mexico, The Angel of Independence, 
the most representative symbol of Mexico City and Mexico 
itself. The Angel and the Zocalo are the two places in the city 
where crowds gather for protests and celebrations after soccer 
games and concerts, among other gatherings.  Often on the 
weekend you'll see bridal parties taking photos, along with 
young girls dressed in brightly colored formal dresses with 
their entourages posing for photos before their quinceañera 

th(15  birthday) celebrations.  Look for the pink Hummer limos 
parked around the Angel, the transportation for the party-
goers, obviously an upper-class affair. Statues of the heroes of 
the Independence movement of 1810 that surround the 
monument (Allende, Hildago, Guerrero, etc.) look down from 
their posts at the four corners. 

As you continue your walk, you'll pass other statues, including 
another Jorge Marin in front of the Four Seasons Hotel.  Stop 
and rest on the unusual benches scattered up and down the 
avenue. Although they're pieces of art themselves, they're 
provided by the city for pure relaxation.  

Famous surrealist artist Leonora 
Carrington gifted our grand city 
with one of her final bronze 
sculptures, entitled Cocodrilo. 
The six crocodiles floating in the 
crocodile boat is a favorite of 
Carrington's works. In 2006, the 
boat made its voyage from 
Chapultepec Park to its current 
location in front of the shopping center 222 Reforma (corner of 
Havre and Reforma). Carrington died recently at age 92 after 
spending most of her adult career in Mexico.  She had quite an 
interesting life, first in Europe and then in Mexico.  Elena 
Poniatowska's novel Leonora tells the story of Carrington's life. 
For those wanting to improve their Spanish, this is an 
enjoyable, easy-to-read novel about Leonora and Mexico.

Leading the way down Reforma to Juarez and centro historico 
are other famous figures, from native Aztecs to Christopher 
Columbus. But first, stop for a coffee at one of the many cafes 
that line the avenue.  You never know what other street art or 
entertainment may find you!   
 

O



THE ARTIST BEHIND 
THE SKELETONS 

fter dying in obscurity and being buried in an 
unmarked grave over a century ago, José 
Guadalupe Posada, must smile with some 
irony this time of year at his enduring 
popularity as Dias de los Muertos begins 

again. Whether you recognize the name, the work of Posada, 
who was born the seventh son to working class parents of 
Indian descent in Aguascalientes in 1852, has left an indelible 
fingerprint on the Mexican culture and  continues to shape art, 
design, politics and spirit in the country.

Even those who are casual observers of art will recognize the 
work for which he is most known and which forms a fixture in 
the imagery of this Mexican holiday celebrated every Nov 1st 
and 2nd. His engraved illustrations of Calaveras (skeletons 
and skulls) helped transform Dias de los Muertos from a 
morbid practice of mourning, to a celebration of life.   A prolific 
artist, illustrator and printer, Posada created over 20,000 
drawings during his lifetime. Perhaps the most famous is the 
"The Skull of the Female Dandy"- "Calavera de la Catrina".  
Posada portrays "The Catrina" as a fleshless skull topped with 
a fancy wide brimmed bonnet replete with large billowing 
feathers meant to satirize the life of the upper class, the 
bourgeois during the reign of Porfirio Diaz.

José Posada's folk art and political satire connected with 
current events of the day and combined perfectly to express the 
attitudes of working class Mexican people.  His career started 
at the age of 16 when he apprenticed with José Trinidad 
Pedroza, a well-known printer and publisher of the late 1800's. 
His early work in lithography used engraved metals and woods. 
From these, prints would be created which the poor then 
bought as inexpensive literature. Posada began to experiment 
with the political satire incorporating it into the lithography 
and etching techniques that he would later become famous for. 
The artist's workshop was also a watering hole for members of 
the community and Posada found himself surrounded by 
outspoken individuals who voiced their concerns about the 
current social and political scene.   

In a move to Leon, which was prompted by angry politicians in 
Aguascalientes who had been poorly depicted in Posada's 
satirical drawings, Posada married and began to raise a family, 
garnering income not only from his drawings, but designing 
covers for books and matchboxes and teaching lithography at a 
local school. By all accounts he was happy and fulfilled, but a 
horrific flood in 1888 forced his family to flee to Mexico City, 
and this would be a turning point in his career. The artist 
forged an important allegiance with Antonio Vanegas Arroyo, 
the city's leading publisher. Together they created leaflets 
which they  distributed into the teeming city streets for a penny 
apiece. These cheap bullets of information were crammed with 
Posada's illustrations covering a myriad of social 
commentaries.  Although many who bought these penny 
papers were illiterate, they could still "read" what Posada's 
illustrations were commenting on, a tribute to their 
effectiveness.  His black and white drawings depicted the 
absurdity of taking life, and power-mad dictators like Diaz, too 
seriously.

Posada is credited with educating the general populace 
concerning the political injustices of the day, which ultimately 
culminated in the Mexican Revolution of 1910. Increasingly 
Posada turned to the symbolism of the calavera or skeleton to 
depict his political satires. Graphically these images literally 
jumped off the pages and were very effective for creating 
attention.  Posada understood that the skeleton symbolism 
was deeply ingrained in Mexican.  Posada aimed to remind the 
common man that physical life is temporal while the spirit 
remains eternal and more importantly that in death everyone 
is equal despite one's economic status or position.  Death, as 
he depicted it, is a great equalizer that spares no one 

"One of the things about the Calavera, is that we have one 
inside us", quips Jim Nikas, a Posada researcher. Nikas and 
his wife Maryanne have amassed the largest collection of 
Posada's works in the United States. "There is no getting 
around it", he said in a recent interview. "There is one inside 
each of us. So when you remove the clothing and the skin, you 
get the same structure of bones beneath them.  It becomes a 
universal symbol. That is one of the reasons the Day of the 
Dead has gained so much popularity because the imagery is so 
universal"

In a recent Art Design blog David Lozeau, an artist who often 
utilizes Day of the Dead motifs,  said "His using those 
traditional roots to design illustrations of current events in a 
new creative style to help sell his newspapers, gave the current 
modern day Catrina her look along with skeletons engaged in 
all sorts of activities. Out for a bicycle ride while dressed for a 
fancy ball, for example. Posada's work is the most commonly 
used, redrawn, and re-interpreted—even more than Frida 
Kahlo or any other artist in that genre.”

"There was a stripped-down essence to the celebration of the 
life-and-death cycle here—the grinning skulls often looked 
downright jolly. As a result, Posada was able to appropriate the 
recognizable symbols of his own culture to meet the needs of 
his social critique".

Posada's influence over other artists was significant. Diego 
Rivera was inspired by Posada's attention to the working class, 
and would often stop by his shop not far from where Diego was 
studying at the San Carlos Academy of Art in Mexico City, and 
watch him work.  Years later he credited Posada as having 
been a great influence on his artistic direction.  One of Rivera's 
famous paintings, "Dream of a Sunday Afternoon in Alameda 
Park" pays visual homage to Posada, as the famous skeleton 
image of the Catrina, is there front and center.

Posada outlived his wife and son, and died penniless in relative 
obscurity.  It would not be until 1920 that his talentachieved 
recognition on a national and international level. Like Van 
Gogh, Monet and Gauguin, Posada's real fame came 
posthumously.   Soon, a film is about to be released on the life 
and times of José Posada.  Searching for Posada, Art and 
Revolutions is a documentary on the illustrations that 
significantly influenced social movements, from battling 
fascism to protesting wars and crusading for civil rights.  José 
Posada, printmaker to the Mexican people, has despite death, 
lived on, his spirit as eternal as his art.

By Leigh Morrow

A

Leigh Morrow is a Vancouver writer who operates Casa 
Mihale, a vacation rental in the quaint ocean front 
community of San Agustinillo, Mexico. Her house can be 

viewed and rented at  www.gosanagustinillo.com

shantiespacio@yahoo.com
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ith its unique ability to manipulate light 
stained glass has an “ah inspiring” quality 
which made it popular for decorating churches 
over many centuries.  It fell out of favor during Wthe Reformation, when churches across 

Europe were stripped of their ornamental attributes, and did 
not regain its popularity until the late 19th century during the 
“Arts and Crafts” movement.   

This movement was inspired as a counterpoint to the mass 
production which occurred during the Industrial Revolution 
and attempted to restore handcrafted quality and design.  It 
began in Britain with artists such as William Morris but gained 
momentum in Europe and throughout North America. As the 
art of stained glass became an important element within this 
genre, the craft experienced resurgence around the world. 

Louis Comfort Tiffany, the son of the famous New York jeweler, 
was part of this movement. He opened a foundry of glassworks, 
experimenting with various elements to develop exceptional

 Palacio de 
Bellas Artes” in Mexico City.  This unique piece of art is the only 
one like it of any kind in any opera house in the world.  The 
folding panels, which include an iron framework and nearly a 
million pieces of iridescent colored glass, weigh 24 tons.  The 
design, inspired by the Mexican painter Gerardo Murillo, 
features two volcanoes and the valley surrounding Mexico City.  
It is worth attending a concert at the Bellas Artes just to see 
this sensational Art Nouveau mural.  

An equally impressive but completely different example of 
stained glass is located in Toluca. The “Cosmovitral” is the 
brainchild of Leopoldo Flores, a prolific Mexican muralist.  
When an outdated market in Toluca was about to be 
demolished, Flores campaigned to save it. 

 
color gradations and different textural effects.  His foundry 
was particularly effective in conveying the rippled effect of 
water or clouds allowing him to produce high quality glass 
landscapes.  Possibly best remembered for his Tiffany lamps 
he also specialized in spectacular glass murals.  

In 1911 Tiffany was commissioned by the Diaz government to 
produce a stained glass curtain for the theatre in “El

This visionary artist saw enormous stained glass murals 
encircling the entire building and running across the ceiling.  
Within the structure he proposed a botanical garden.   

The original windows were replaced by large glass murals; 48 
panels cover an area of 3,200 square meters. The project 
contains about 75 tons of metal substructure, 45 tons of blown 
glass and 25 tons of lead solder. In 1980 the building was 
inaugurated although the ceiling was not completed until 
1990.  With its opposing themes of day and night, woman and 
man, good and evil, this is a superb example of “Modern 
Mexican Muralism” in transparent form. In 2007 the 
“Cosmovitral” was named one of thirteen wonders of Mexico 
and in 2008 it received the Excelsis prize from the Global 
Quality Foundation.  Toluca is not far from Mexico City and 
this alone is worth a day trip.    

On a smaller scale, the warm quality of light in Mexico makes 
stained glass an excellent medium to adorn private residences.  
Its very element of lightness provides a strong contrast to solid 
cement construction.  Unlike more traditional art forms, it is 
not affected by the heat and humidity and several homes in this 
region have chosen to include the decorative element Dom 
Canini has his studio in Tuxtla Gutierrez but is willing to visit 
your home to do the preliminary assessment and return for the 
installation. He is a Canadian who learned the art of stained 
glass in Italy. He began his craft as a hobby and has been 
working in this medium for 20 years. 

GREAT GLASS
By Brooke Gazer

http://ecoyspa.com/
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Palacio de Bellas Artes  Is located west of the 
Z ó c a l o ,  o n  A v e n i d a  J u á r e z ,  
The main theatre is an important venue for 
classical music, opera and dance; the curtain can 
be seen by attending a concert or by joining a tour of 
the building.  The building is open 10:30am-
6:30pm Tues-Sun but these tours are only on Tues 
& Thurs at 1& 1:30 PM, limited to 40 people so 
come early.  

Cosmovitral Jardin Botanico   Is located on  
Calle Benito Juarez s/n esq. Lerdo de Tejada 
Centro, Toluca.  Open 9am-6pm Tues-Sun. The 
bus trip from the Observatorio terminal to Toluca 
takes about 40 minutes.

Regional Artists
Dom Canini:  Tuxtla Gutierrez Cell 044 961 156 
1 6 7 0 ,  t r a n s p a r t e @ g m a i l . c o m           

 

Innovavidrio: Calle Huzares No. 106 Oaxaca, 
Oaxaca Tel: 01 951 1235, Cell : 951 145 1476,

 innovavidrio47@hotmail.com 

www.transparte.blogspot.com

www.innovavidrio.com

Dom loves working with glass because of the combination 
between color and transparency. This past summer he found 
himself employed by a well known glass studio working in 
Elora, Ontario, Canada, where he was restoring several 
windows in a variety of heritage buildings and churches. 
Earlier this year Dom did a window for our villa illustrating a 
coral reef and tropical fish, swimming in a shimmering blue 
ocean.  I could not be more pleased with the results! 

On a recent trip to Oaxaca City, while staying at the B&B “Casa 
de Mis Recuerdos”, I saw some nice examples of stained glass 
and asked who had done them. The company “Innovavidrio” 
was founded by Angel Muñoz Rodriguez 30 years ago and he 
has passed his skills onto his children.  They are willing to 
travel around the state to accommodate clients needs.  In 
Spanish you would be looking for “Vitrales Emplomados” 
(leaded glass).  

Brooke Gazer operates an ocean view Bed and Breakfast in 

Huatulco, Agua Azul la Villa.  www.bbaguaazul.com

Leonardo da Jandra 
By Julie Etra

he well-known Mexican author 
and philosopher Leonardo da 
Jandra is certainly no stranger 
in our midst. Although born in 
Chiapas in 1951, da Jandra T

has spent over 20 years in Huatulco 
where he lived with his wife, the painter 
Agar García. A large part of those 20 
years was in Cacaluta, where part of the 
Parque Nacional de Huatulco and 
Laguna Zanate is located. He left for 
Mexico City in 2008 after being told by 
the authorities that his house was on 
private property (Cacaluta is also where  
massive development is underway on properties owned by 
Fonatur  (Fondo  Nacional de Turismo)).  Among his more well 
known books about the Oaxacan coast are the trilogy La 
Almadraba,  Huatulqueños, and Samahua.  Other works 
include La Hispanidad, Fiesta y Rito. Though not available in 
English, those of us non-native speakers that enjoy Spanish 
literature will find his books challenging, with somewhat 
complicated sentence structure, extensive vocabulary, and 
colloquialisms. Not light reading. 

I recently finished La Almadraba, which means net, as in 
fishing, specifically designed to trap difficult but valuable 
species like turtles and therefore more lucrative to its owner. 
Published in 2008 the book begins and ends in 1998 following 
the incredibly destructive hurricane Paulina, it takes place 
during and right after the Parque Nacional de Huatulco was 
formed. It is the last book in his Trilogy. The central character 
is an exceptional diver, known as the Ingeniero, although he is 
decidedly not an Engineer. He is obsessive and cares about 
very few things besides killing fish, eating fish, and sex.  Not a 
particularly attractive character except perhaps the sex part, 
but I will defer to the reader's judgment.  Other characters 
highlight aspects of the Oaxacan culture such as the Muxe, 
and the developing and conflicting interests of the resort town 
in its early days. Drug and human trafficking along the coast, 
particularly of Central Americans, takes place where the 
almadraba is cast, and the events form part of the complicated 
story of the dramatic changes occurring in the area. For lovers 
of fish and fishing Da Jandra's knowledge is extensive. I will 
make sure this book stays in Mexico so I can finally learn the 
Mexican names in addition to scientific and English common.  
The other two books in the trilogy are on my list and promise to 
present exceptional reading about the coast. 

www.huatulco-catering.com

“Great instruction, delicious food 
and wonderful hosts!”

“Chiles&Chocolate is a MUST-DO!”
“You don't have to be a 'foodie'

 to enjoy this experience.”

Tel. 958 587 2655     
Cel. 958 100 7339

chiles.chocolate@yahoo.com

Cooking Classes
Huatulco, Oaxaca

Chiles&Chocolate

http://www.mantaraya-hotel.com/
shantiespacio@yahoo.com
http://www.yogahuatulcomexico.com/
http://www.yogahuatulcomexico.com/
http://www.huatulco-catering.com/wine.html
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Craft Centers in Mexico
By Marcia Chaiken and Jan Chaiken

 fascinating part of our trips in Mexico has been the 
opportunity to visit villages known for having 
artisans who create distinctive crafts utilizing 
locally available materials.  In many of these 
villages, techniques for producing these A
handicrafts have been passed down from 

generation to generation, but the final creations vary over time 
and from one artisan to the next.  The shopper's challenge is to 
identify the most appealing ones, as no two are identical.

For many years, we simply 
enjoyed learning about the 
c ra f t s  and  occas i ona l l y  
purchasing items for our home 
in the U.S.  We have a treasured 
pair of beautiful candlesticks 
from a village specializing in 
silverware outside of Taxco 
and a piece of black pottery 
from San Bartolo Coyotepec, 8 
miles from Oaxaca City.  

As a kind of family tradition, every year we buy a small alebrije 
from Arrazola or one of the other villages near Oaxaca City 
where artisans specialize in carving these whimsical creatures 
(see the article by Alvin Starkman in this issue for more about 
alebrijes).  Our youngest granddaughter has started her own 
alebrije collection and sends us on an annual hunt for a 
specific type of alebrije on her wish list – last year a peacock.

We had concluded that we were finished buying “stuff,” as 
much as we loved these mementos from Mexico.  But at the 
time when we purchased our condo in Huatulco, our interest in 
handicrafts became more pragmatic.  We had many rooms to 
furnish and decorate and had decided to appoint our Oaxacan 
home with Mexican goods.

Puebla, the only home of 
talavera pottery and tiles, was 
one of the first centers we 
explored.   Fewer than ten 
workshops in Puebla still use the 
techniques brought by colonial 
Spanish settlers to produce the 
highly distinctive clay objects 
with colorful patterns that seem 
to float on the white underglaze.  

The oldest existing workshop is Uriarte Talavera, founded by 
the Uriarte family.  Many of their designs are traditional, but 
others are created every day by artists, often one of the Uriarte 
family members, and even can be custom designed to order.

There is no mistaking the Uriarte building, since the facade is 
covered with magnificent tiles made onsite. We were fortunate 
enough during our first visit to the workshop to be given a tour 
by the eldest Señor Uriarte, who, although long retired, 
frequently visits to be sure that the business now running the 

thproduction is still staying true to the 16  century techniques. 

All pottery and tiles are produced by hand, from the mixing of 
the exact proportions of local clay, the shaping on potters 
wheels or with wood or metal implements, to the drying on 
pallets, the application of the white glaze, firing in kilns, and 
then application of designs in colorful paints.  Because of the 
meticulous labor involved and the cost of obtaining the best 
materials and talented artists, talavera prices are high by 
Mexico standards but will seem remarkably cheap if you have 
looked at similar products in other countries.

The brilliance of the colors is heightened, in part by lead.  When 
we asked Señor Uriarte about possible health problems due to 
lead, he just laughed and pointed out that generations of his 
family ate and drank from talavera plates and cups, and he was 
the living proof of the longevity of the Uriarte family.  Still, it is 
good to know that the addition of lead is kept to the lowest 
practical level.  For the cautious shopper, some workshops are 
producing lead-free talavera.  But the visitor should at least 
take some time to view the leaded originals.

Hundreds of shops in the historic area of Puebla carry talavera, 
or other pottery and tiles resembling talavera but not certified 
as the real product.  We often browse in these shops and buy a 
few items.  But our most prized possessions, serving platters, 
plates, jars and covers, and cups come right from the Uriarte 
shop.  We usually stop by every year and covet many of the 
items on display, taking an hour or so to select our annual 
purchase.  In our view, the very best talavera in our lives is our 
custom-made Uriarte tile mural recessed in a wall on our patio, 
positioned so that we can see it not only from our dining table 
but also from our bed.  The cost of this handmade mural was 
actually less than just buying high-quality exterior tiles, 
paints, and mortar in the US, and shipping them to Mexico.

Tzintzuntzan, a small village on 
the northeast side of Lake Patzcuaro 
in the State of Michoacán attracts 
t o u r i s t s  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  i t s  
archeological site and a colonial 
monastery. We go for baskets and 
other woven items in the market 
in the shade of the monastery.  
The village was thriving centuries 
before the conquistadors invaded 
“New Spain.”   Close to a 
millennium of weaving reeds from 
the lake and straw has resulted in 
perfect baskets, large and small, for 
many purposes.  

Unlike the highly colored dyed straw 
baskets from other parts of the country, Tzintzuntzan weavers 
select materials that naturally have different hues of greens, 
browns and yellows.  Although at first glance the baskets 
produced by different families seem the same, a closer 
examination makes clear that the patterns differ from artisan 
to artisan.  As the baskets age, the colors change; however they 
maintain their integrity and charm.
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eidi Wagner and Shelagh O'Brien, aka The 
Snipsisters are returning once again to the 
Huatulco area to host spay/neuter clinics for 
dogs and cats.  Over the past 3 years, hundreds of 
animals in Cuatunalco and surrounding H
communities- Coyula, Barra La Cruz, and 

Zimatan- have been sterilized free of charge because of the 
fundraising efforts in Canada.  Veterinarians from Pets for Life, 
an organization out of Puerto Vallarta, work endless hours to 
do at least 30 surgeries each a day at the clinics (and the 
record, 45, last year in Cuatunalco!!).

Every year, there are wonderful tales of everyone involved going 
above and beyond the call of duty!  Although the main purpose 
of the clinics is to spay/neuter animals, de-worming, de-
fleaing and termination of unwanted pregnancies are 
performed as a matter of course.  Over the years, other 
successful surgeries and even the gelding of a horse have taken 
place with the vets, Poly and Antonio, along with assistant, 
Paulina, working even longer days.  If you want to read more 
about The Snipsisters and all their efforts, please visit their 
website:  

This year, the clinics will be held in La Crucecita, Wednesday, 
th thNovember 26  thru Saturday, November 29 , at Hotel 

Delphinus, Chahue Bay, beginning at 8:30 AM and ending at 
4:00 PM each day.

These clinics could 
not happen without 
the help of many 
volunteers from out 
of town and the local 
areas, who work 
tirelessly each and 
every day.  If you feel 
that you can help in 
some way, either 
monetarily or with 
your time, please 
c o n t a c t :  

www.snipsisters.com

heidi@snipsisters.co
m

By Liz Healey

Snipsisters
Four Years and 
Going Strong!

How many Tzintzuntzan baskets can two people buy?  Well, 
when you furnish a home in Mexico – eschewing plastic and 
going green – the answer is enough to fill the back of an SUV.   
The largest with a cover is the perfect clothes hamper in our 
master bath.  Each room has a medium size basket for 
recycling paper.  Our kitchen has a delightful tortilla basket.  
And we use small baskets for odds and ends.  Other woven 
articles available are wall hangings, fanciful animals, and fans.

Amatenango del Valle in the 
state of Chiapas is painted-
pottery heaven.  The primary 
potters are women who still 
dress in their traditional 
brightly colored skirts and 
blouses,  The pieces they 
produce range from charming 
little pots and covers in the 
shapes of chickens or other 
animals, to statues of jaguars in various sizes, to huge 
chimineas – free-standing fire places. 

The pottery is made of local clay, fired at relatively low 
temperatures in ground-level ovens. Some of the pottery is 
painted in brilliant colors, although the canonical colors of the 
jaguars are the natural terra cotta red spotted with black.  The 
artisans produce a variety of macetas or flower pots that seem 
to be infinitely diverse in their sizes, shapes, colors and 
designs.  

In the last few years, tour buses have been making a stop at a 
pottery cooperative off the main road between Comitan and 
San Cristóbal.  Prices have increased accordingly in that store.  
However, other artisans in Amatenango del Valle still provide 
pottery at cost well below similar items sold in nearby San 
Cristóbal.

Over the years, we've equipped our terraces with large plain 
macetas in which our plants flourish.  Bright large colored 
peacocks stand guard in our guest room.  And roosters have 
found a home on the top of our kitchen cabinets.  We're still 
debating over whether a Chiapas jaguar would enhance our 
Oaxacan home.

Most artisans in these and other villages we have visited are 
justifiably proud of their craft.  They welcome visitors to their 
workshops.  And often they are more than willing to explain the 
processes they use. But you should ask before taking photos, 
unless you see other shoppers are taking photos without 
resistance.  You don't have to buy items for your own home – 
keep in mind friends and relatives who would be pleasantly 
surprised by a gift from a Mexican craft center.  

V.I.P
Beauty Studio

Hair
Pedicure
Manicure
Waxing

Plaza Punta Tangolunda #3
Hotel Zone, after Quinta Real

Cel.        
English: 

958 109 8597
958 100 7715 

veliaestilista@hotmail.com
www.hairstylisthuatulco.com.mx

http://oaxacabedandbreakfast.org/
http://hagiasofia.mx/


English AA 6pm
Puerto Escondido 
Cafecito Riconada

English AA 6pm
Puerto Escondido 
Cafecito Riconada

English AA 6pm
Puerto Escondido 
Cafecito Riconada

English AA 7pm
Huatulco 
Remax Plaza
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On the Riviera

Oaxaca City

Weekly Event

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT

State Band Concert
12:30pm Free

Zócalo- Oaxaca City

Xochimilco 
Organic Market

Etla Market

Tlacolula Market

Ocotlan Market
Xochimilco 

Organic Market

November

English Al-Anon
Puerto Escondido  
4:30 P.M. at Cafecito

 Duplicate Bridge 
(ACBL sanctioned)

 Fridays at noon - $20 
pesos

 Hidalgo 104, 
Jalatlaco

 www.oaxacabridge.com
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Huatulco’s 
Organic Market

Santa Cruz

Huatulco’s 
Organic Market

Santa Cruz

Mazunte Jazz
Festival 
Begins

Mazunte Jazz
Festival 

Ends
Amigos de la Musica

Opera Gala 
Camino Real Huatulco

8pm

Daylight Saving 
Time ends

Day of the Dead

Día de los Angelitos

Día de la Revolucion

First Sunday
 of Advent

Demonstration of 
Japanese Brush 

Painting
By Donation

12:00 to 2:00 p.m.
 125 calle Acatlan, 

Santa Cruz, Sector F, 
Huatulco

Tel. 958100 0328.

Huatulco Weddings

Your Wedding Experts in Huatulco, Oaxaca, Mexico

www.HuatulcoWeddings.net

Snipsisters 
Animal Clinic
See Page 17

Snipsisters 
Animal Clinic
See Page 17

Lawyer Perla Vazquez Moctezuma

Hotel Maxico, Local #1
Santa Cruz Huatulco, Oaxaca

Mobile 958 116 7292 Telcel
Mobile 958 107 3221 Movistar

Contact us for all your
 legal needs! 

www.consultorialegalvm.com

Immigration Specialist

http://www.huatulcoweddings.net/
http://www.consultorialegalvm.com/en/pages/show/id/7/homepage.html




http://www.cosmoresidences.com/
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